Storyboard: Jennifer Park Makes a Decision
1. Jennifer is frustrated with her job

2. Jennifer meets her friend Mira

3. Jennifer and Mira have dinner
at El Sol

Jennifer is becoming tired of her job. She works long hours,

On her way to meet her friend Mira at El Sol restaurant,

Jennifer meets Mira at El Sol. They have drinks, talk and

After dinner they decide to go out dancing to celebrate

feels unappreciated and does not get the recognition she

Jennifer thinks about her life. She had a stressful day but

catch up. Jennifer tells Mira that she is thinking of going to

Jennifer’s new career goal. They have a great time dancing

feels that she deserves.

looks forward to seeing her friend and unwinding.

law school. Mira, who is an attorney, encourages Jennifer to

and Jennifer feels more relaxed, temporarily forgetting her

pursue her plans.

stress from work.

5. Jennifer thinks about her
new goal

6. Jennifer goes to dinner at her
parents’ house

7. Jennifer applies to law school

4. Jennifer and Mira go dancing
after dinner

8. Jennifer goes to law school

The next morning Jennifer wakes feeling optimistic and sets

After work she goes to her parents’ home for dinner. She tells

Jennifer makes plans to take the LSAT. She sets a date to

Jennifer resigns from her paralegal job and starts law

out on her routine. On her metro ride she starts to think

her parents about her plan to apply to law school. She

take the test in June and apply for Fall admission. She gets

school in September. Her first semester is a success,

about how she can attain her goal. However, her mood

expresses concern about paying for law school. Her parents

the LSAT results and does very well and waits for acceptance

although it was a lot of work. She decides to move to a less

changes because she starts thinking about practical issues,

assure her that they will help her finance her education. This

letters from schools. Finally, in August she gets an acceptance

expensive apartment and takes a part time job as a

such as how she will pay for law school.

changes her mood and she feels more optimistic about

letter from Georgetown, the school of her choice.

paralegal to help with living expenses. She is happy and

her goal.

focused on completing law school.

